
HOW TO WRITE A DECLINE LETTER

And while it may be tempting to turn down an offer verbally and leave it at that, it's more professional to write a formal
rejection letter to decline the job.

All the best, Now for the vendor: [Their name], We were lucky to get some strong proposals in on this and we
deeply appreciate all the info from your side â€” and for your patience. Template 1: You can use this if you
would like to decline that current offer but still receive offers for other products or services. Once you send a
rejection letter, there is almost no chance you will be offered the job again. I definitely look forward to
collaborating in the future. There may be other positions or open roles with the same employer that are a better
fit, and you will not be considered for them if you send a negative message saying why you decided not to
accept the job. Deliver the news Giving the news of rejection might seem daunting at first, but breaking the
news as soon as possible is the best you can do. It was a difficult decision, but I will not be accepting the
position. Delivering the news as fast as you can, will help the person get over the rejection quicker while also
giving them more time to look for more opportunities. One of the main reasons why it is wise to do this is
because of the sheer volume. For example: [Their name], Thanks for your patience while I reviewed this
proposal. I would, again, like to express my gratitude for the offer and my regrets that it did not work out.
After a lot of careful thought, we have decided to go with another firm for this project. Your message should
include: A subject line with your full name listed and a reference to the job offered Job Offer â€” Your Name
Your thanks and appreciation for the offer State the fact that you have chosen to decline the offer A signature
with your contact information Job Rejection Email Message Examples When writing a job rejection email
message, you can use sample messages for inspiration. Whatever the case, keep your explanation brief. When
the Job Doesn't Pay Enough If a job and organization are attractive but the offered salary is insufficient, you
might address this issue in your communications. Sometimes an employer will come back to you with a better
offer once they see that you are truly willing to walk. Sincerely, [Your name and designation] [Your Email
signature] Template 2: Contrary to Template 1, this template declines offers but seems unwilling to look at
future offers unless their offer includes a money-back guarantee. Again, thank you for your time and
consideration; best wishes in your continued success. Maintaining a professional front at all times is
important. A proper closing might have a favorable impression while a clumsily written closing will have a
negative impression. Please do keep in touch â€” and is it OK with you if I let you know about roles that open
up that might be a better fit? Turning down a job offer can be both a difficult and delicate task, but when done
well, it will enable you to move on to the right job and keep your professional network intact. Therefore, when
rejecting a job offer via email, you should send the email as soon as you have decided that you are not going
to accept the job offer. If the idea of ending with an unsoftened rejection makes you unbearably squeamish,
you can close with an extra thank you. Say what needs to be said as respectfully as you can and avoid being
overly emotional. However, keep in mind that a little courtesy will never hurt anyone. However, it is
appropriate to briefly mention a reason for turning the job down. And maybe a sign that you should have sent
a quicker rejection sooner in the process, when it would have been less painful for both of you.


